
FORM FIT TEAM COORDINATES

JUNIOR SIZES CHEST WAIST HIP INSEAM

CXXS (Y6) 23-25 19-21 25-27 24.5

CXS (Y8) 25-27 20-22 27-29 26

CS (Y10) 27-29 22-24 29-31 27.5

CM (Y12) 29-31 23-25 31-33 29

CL (Y14) 31-33 24-26 33-35 30.5

AS (J2+) 31-33 24-26 33-35 32.75

AM (J6+) 33-35 26-28 35-37 32.75

AL (J10+) 35-37 28-30 37-39 32.75

AXL (J12+) 37-39 30-32 39-41 32.75

A2XL (J14+) 39-41 32-34 41-43 32.75

Our team coordinates are made of a special cotton/poly blend and will shrink when washed and dried. 
The shrinkage allowance has been built into the size. Our sizing chart reflects the measurements of the 
warm-up after it has been washed. To ensure the perfect fit, our sizing samples are pre-shrunk, so you 
know how your warm-ups will fit after the first washing.

FORM FIT TEAM COORDINATES (L662N, L663N, L1037 & L1038)

SIZE CHARTS in inches
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HOW TO MEASURE
The goal of measuring is to determine the correct size to order for each athlete.  Accurate measurements are vital to the proper 
fit of your athletes’ apparel.  Please make sure that all athletes are wearing fitted workout apparel during the measuring session.

Chest Measurement
First, measure the chest of the athlete while their 
arms are down at their sides.  Be sure to take the 
measurement at the fullest part of the chest. Your 
measuring tape should always be parallel to the floor 
while taking the measurement.
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Torso Measurement
Take the torso measurement from the center of 
the shoulder, down the torso, through legs, and 
back to the shoulder.  This is the most important 
measurement you will take when measuring athletes 
for leotards, men’s gymnastics competition shirts, and  
one piece cheer uniforms.

Inseam Measurement
Take the leg inseam measurement by running the tape 
from the crotch to one inch above the floor. Measure 
the athlete without shoes.

Waist Measurement
When measuring the waist, wrap the tape at the natural 
waistline which is the narrowest part of the waist. If you 
are having trouble locating the natural waist, have the 
athlete bend to the side. The natural waist is where the 
body bends. Again, the measuring tape should always be 
parallel to the floor while taking the measurement.

Hip Measurement
Take the hip measurement at the fullest part of the 
buttocks with the athlete’s feet together. Ensure that the 
tape measure is parallel to the floor.
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